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You're Dad Oct 30 2019 The hilarious and heartwarming companion to international bestselling
author Liz Climo’s You’re Mom From new dads to those who’ve been around the block, dads
who go to work to those who are at home, and all the dads in between, You're Dad is a touching
tribute to fathers everywhere. With humor, heart, and adorable drawings, Liz Climo celebrates
fatherhood in all its shapes and sizes (and species). Featuring different types of dads and the
paths they can travel, Climo’s whimsical animal illustrations take us through the adventures of
fatherhood, commemorating the laughter and the tears as well as the stumbles and the triumphs.
Perfect for dads, the dad-like, any and all parents, and the people who love them, this sweet
collection of fatherly love will move and delight.
Experiencing the Father's Love Jul 28 2019 Experience the Love of the Father every day!
Seasons of crisis, pain, and loss may impact the people we become, but our circumstances do not
define who we are. Your identity is greater than your experiences. The only experience that
ought to define your identity, determine your self-worth, and shape your destiny is an encounter
with the unconditional love of God. The eternal, unchanging love of a Perfect Father changes
everything! Experiencing the Fathers Love takes you beyond merely learning about Gods love to
actually experiencing it for yourself. This devotional, compiled from the transformational
writings of Jack Frost, will forever change you. Written as personal invitations for you to
experience the life-giving love of God, these daily encounters will fill you with joy, peace,
identity, and comfort. Get swept up in the Fathers loving embrace!
Personal Prayer: A Guide for Receiving the Father’s Love Dec 25 2021 Prayer is at the heart
of the Christian life. Given that we are weak and even sinful human beings, how can it be that
God has anything to do with us? What does it mean to have a personal relationship with God?

Why is God so silent and hidden? How do we grow in prayer? Personal Prayer: A Guide for
Receiving the Father’s Love brings the depth of human experience together with the Catholic
tradition of prayer to present the path to an intimate and vulnerable relationship with God.
Experienced spiritual directors Fr. Thomas Acklin, OSB, and Fr. Boniface Hicks, OSB, explore
the many forms of Catholic prayer and demonstrate that vulnerability is essential to growing in
relationship with God. Rich with the wisdom of Scripture, Catholic teaching, and the writings of
the saints, Personal Prayer is an exhaustive guide for priests, religious, and laity desiring to
receive the Father’s love in a profoundly personal way.
The Love of a Father Jun 06 2020
A Fathers Love Sep 29 2019 A Father's Love is wonderful story for small children. It teaches
the role that a father plays in the family life. The book is filled with illustrations that help to show
father's love and devotion for his family. This book would make a wonderful Father's Day gift; or
birthday or Christmas gift to give to Dad.
The Blessing of a Father's Love Jan 02 2020 What better way to show appreciation for a father
than with this colourful collection of quotes and short excerpts? Here readers can celebrate the
unique qualities of love that a father brings to his family: nurturing, protecting, accepting,
guiding, and especially, enduring. Beautiful full-colour photographs and illustrations
complement the text. A perfect gift for Father's Day, birthdays, or any gift-giving occasion.
Mindful Thoughts for Fathers Jun 26 2019 The Joy of Loving-Kindness Mindful Thoughts for
Fathers is a series of beautifully illustrated reflections on different aspects of fatherhood, from
the joy of holding your child for the first time and teaching them about the world, all the way
through to the inevitability of illness and establishing bedtimes and boundaries. Pick this book up
at any stage of fatherhood and dip into the calm of mindful awareness for deeper presence and
understanding. Comprised of 25 mindful reflections, each a thoughtful guide, Ady Griffiths
(Vidyadasa) offers meditative reflections into the everyday details and bigger picture of fathering
in today’s hectic world. In this carefully crafted little book, he encourages every father to find
and embrace a mindful daily awareness for deeper presence, acceptance and understanding.
Covering topics such as the father’s changing identity, loving yourself as well as your loved ones
and being "good enough," this book aims to address the internal worries and struggles of fathers
during one of the most challenging and rewarding phases of life. Whether you pick this little
book up in a time of crisis, or in a moment of rare stillness, allow yourself to be guided through
some of the ups and downs in a father's life, and let your mind pause to enjoy and cherish every
stage of your child's life.
Devoted Oct 23 2021 The remarkable story of a father's devotion to his wheelchair-bound son
and how their bond inspired millions of people worldwide. Born a spastic quadraplegic, Rick
Hoyt was written off by numerous doctors. They advised his parents, Dick and Judy, to put their
firstborn son in an institution. But Rick's parents refused. Determined to give their son every
opportunity that "normal" kids had, they made sure to include Rick in everything they did,
especially with their other two sons, Rob and Russ. But home was one thing, the world at large,
another. Repeatedly rebuffed by school administrators who resisted their attempts to enroll Rick
in school, Rick's mother worked tirelessly to help pass a landmark bill, Chapter 766, the first
special-education reform law in the country. As a result, Rick and other physically disabled kids
were able to attend public school in Massachusetts. But how would Rick communicate when he
couldn't talk? To overcome this daunting obstacle, Dick and Judy worked with Dr. William
Crochetiere, then chairman of the engineering department at Tufts University, and several
enterprising graduate students, including Rick Foulds, to create the Tufts Interactive
Communication device (TCI). In the Hoyt household, it became known as the "Hope machine"

as it enabled Rick to create sentences by pressing his head against a metal bar. For the first time
ever, Rick was able to communicate. Then one day Rick asked his dad to enter a charity race, but
there was a twist. Rick wanted to run too. Dick had never run a race before, but more challenging
still, he would have to push his son's wheelchair at the same time. But once again, the Hoyts
were determined to overcome whatever obstacle was put in their way. Now, over one thousand
races later, including numerous marathons and triathlons, Dick Hoyt continues to push Rick's
wheelchair. Affectionately known worldwide as Team Hoyt, they are as devoted as ever,
continuing to inspire millions and embodying their trademark motto of "Yes, you can."
Living in the Father's Love Jan 26 2022 Living in the Father's Love, a six lesson course, is a
brief but powerful study meant to revive and refresh us as we discover just how much God loves
us! In this study, we learn how the Gospels are deeply relevant to our relationships, both with
God and with those we love. A set of DVDs, which includes the opening and closing talks for the
study, accompanies this short course. Living in the Father's Love is perfect for the season of
Advent or Lent, as a summer study, or as an introduction to the twenty-two session Walking with
Purpose courses.
A Father's Love Jun 30 2022 Journey with Mike & Nikki as they open doors to show the
importance of how a father's love profoundly impacts his children. You'll be swept through a
maze of emotion as you laugh and cry through their exploits-from the delivery room to datingand experience with them the power of simple letters or creating unforgettable, life-altering
moments. Captured in well-crafted stories are life lessons to challenge us to cherish the times that
touch our hearts and chisel our character, and to stop and reflect on whether we, as either parent
or child, have set the bar high enough for the role we want to play in the lives of the people we
treasure. "Mike and Nikki have reflected and savored their love in A Father's Love. Their journey
is shared with us to encourage and at times challenge us on our own path. Enjoy the stroll and be
inspired." -Gregg Matte pastor of Houston's First Baptist Church and author of Unstoppable
Gospel "What a beautiful and heartfelt journey Nikki and Mike have shared with all of us who
are fathers (and sons) wanting so desperately to do the best job we can-and hoping everyone
survives our bumbles and stumbles and best intentions. Grab your favorite beverage and enjoy
the read-it's worth every moment." -Verne Harnish, author of Scaling Up, Mastering the
Rockefeller Habits, and columnist for Fortune magazine
A Father's Love Apr 28 2022 El's 5 month old son, Luke, dies mysteriously and suddenly just
weeks after her once married lover and former college lecturer, Dr. Jackson Cam, comes back
into their lives. As she navigates the shock of losing her son, she begins to notice that things
aren't quite what they seem with Jackson. Claiming to be a well-known geneticist that moves
from place to place as research funding dwindles, it becomes clear to El he has an angry,
aggressive side. He is also deeply committed to his research and will clearly do whatever it takes
to find a cure for the disease that took his father's life. As their relationship dissolves and El
suspicions grow she gets pulled into a fast paced web of lies and deceit that reaches far beyond
her and across many years. Refusing to give up on finding out what happened to her son, El finds
herself in a game of cat and mouse with Jackson who does his best to convince everyone she is
mentally fragile and cannot be trusted. As those closest to El urge her to move on and accept
Luke's death she reaches out to anyone willing to help, grasping at straws and trying to make the
pieces of information she has collected make sense. Little does she know that she and everyone
that helps her is in danger and the closer she gets to the truth the more painful the journey
becomes.
Fruits of a Father's Love: being the Advice of William Penn to his children, relating to their civil
and religious conduct, etc. With a preface, signed J. R., i.e. Sir John Rodes Oct 11 2020

A Father's Love Dec 13 2020 This heartwarming board book celebrates the love that fathers and
children share in the animal kingdom, while also teaching young readers about colors. Perfect for
new babies, new fathers, baby shower gifts, Father's Day gifts, and for kids who love their dads
on any old day. Throughout the animal kingdom, in every part of the world, fathers love and care
for their babies. This book takes readers around the globe and across the animal kingdom,
showcasing the many ways fathers have of demonstrating their love. Whether it's a penguin papa
snuggling with his baby in the frosty white snow, a lion dad playing with his cub in a yellow
field, or a seahorse father protecting his young inside his pouch in the deep blue ocean, we see
that a father's love comes in all shapes, sizes, and colors. With beautiful art that brings all of the
dads and babies, and the love between them, to vivid, colorful life, this book is a celebration of
the special bond that a father shares with his children.
The Father's Love May 06 2020 The Bible unveils many facets of God. Of these, one of the
most powerful revelations of God is that of a Father. God is our heavenly Father. The Lord Jesus
taught us to call God “Our Father.” The Bible reveals the Father’s love for us. This book is a
study on the Father’s love. Our understanding of God’s love for us affects how we love God,
how we love ourselves, and how we love others. God, our Father in heaven, loves us
unconditionally and immeasurably. The greatest expression and demonstration of the Father’s
love for us is the Cross of Jesus Christ. When we know, believe, receive, and rest in the Father’s
love for us, everything changes. We are healed, made whole and set free from all our brokenness
and bondages. When we live out of the Father’s love we love as we are loved. We love God
freely. We love others freely. We live as more than conquerors, those who have more than
vanquished all of life’s challenges and the powers of darkness, through the unbreakable love of
God. This book is for YOU! Watch our online Sunday Church service live stream every Sunday
at 10:30am (Indian Time, GMT+5:30). Spirit filled, anointed worship, Word and ministry for
healing, miracles and deliverance. YOUTUBE: https://youtube.com/allpeopleschurchbangalore
WEBSITE: https://apcwo.org/live Our other websites and free resources: CHURCH:
https://apcwo.org FREE SERMONS: https://apcwo.org/sermons FREE BOOKS:
https://apcwo.org/books DAILY DEVOTIONALS: https://apcwo.org/resources/daily-devotional
JESUS CHRIST: https://examiningjesus.com BIBLE COLLEGE: https://apcbiblecollege.org ELEARNING: https://apcbiblecollege.org/elearn COUNSELING: https://chrysalislife.org
MUSIC: https://apcmusic.org MINISTERS FELLOWSHIP: https://pamfi.org CHURCH APP:
https://apcwo.org/app CHURCHES: https://apcwo.org/ministries/churches This book may be
freely used by individuals, small groups, churches, and ministries, for non-commercial purposes.
These are not to be sold and must be distributed freely.
That's My Girl Sep 21 2021 Bestselling author helps a father understand his daughter and
shows how to influence her to become a strong and confident woman.
As a Father Loves His Only Son Apr 04 2020 The Baal Shem Tov taught that "G-d loves every
Jew like a father loves a son born to him in his old age." Indeed, His love for us surpasses a
father's love. It is only that we, limited mortals that we are, have no better terms to describe His
love. Now, G-d is the ultimate of goodness, and "it is the nature of One Who is good to perform
acts of goodness." He thus desires to provide every member of His people with ongoing and
consummate goodness. When a person has bitachon, trusting without any doubt that G-d
conducts the world, he is then granted the privilege of seeing this with his fleshly eyes.... At
every single step; he sees how G-d takes each of us by the hand and leads us in the way that is
best for us, both materially and spiritually. These are basic tenets of Jewish faith. The essays in
this book provide the intellectual underpinnings for this unwavering trust. In doing so, it teaches
us how to face those G d-given challenges that our eyes cannot appreciate as good.

Sons Jan 14 2021 Shares the stories of fathers and sons, describing how faith has helped them get
through difficult times
In Search of a Father's Love Mar 16 2021 Loretta (La-Rue’) Duncan-Fowler strips off fears
and uncertainties as she walks back to a darkened past to bring inspiration to readers. In Search
of a Father’s Love, her new book released through Xlibris, offers a collection of poems, prose,
and short stories that all chronicles one woman’s journey to finding real happiness. Childhood
was anything but normal for the author. At the age of five, she found herself begging for her
father not to abandon her. The incident only marked the beginning of the many trials she had to
face. Sexual molestation, pregnancy, a miscarriage, and incestuous relationships, she finally
opened her heart to find the sanctuary that she deserved. In her unending search for her father
through abusive husbands and a string of bad relationships, she realizes that the one salvation
that she truly needed had always been inside her, within her heart. Through poignantly crafted
poems and prose, coupled with Bible verses, La-Rue’ relives in this edifying book how she
stepped out from the darkness and moved on to the light and found the Faith to do more than
survive, she thrives!
Devoted May 30 2022 Born a spastic quadriplegic, Rick Hoyt was written off by numerous
doctors, but his parents, Dick and Judy Hoyt, were determined to give their son all the
opportunities of a “normal” kid. In 1977, fifteen-year-old Rick asked his dad to enter a charity
race. The twist? Rick wanted to run it too. Dick had never run a race before, and the thought of
pushing his son's wheelchair while running was daunting. But, once again, Dick and Rick were
determined to overcome any obstacle. More than one thousand races later, the devoted father son
duo is affectionately known worldwide as Team Hoyt and continue to move people with their
trademark motto: “Yes, you can.”
Sky Lantern Jul 20 2021 "Matt Mikalatos offers a poignant and compassionate look at a father's
relationship with his children, the healing power of a small act of kindness, and the certainty that
even death can't stop love in a deeply moving memoir inspired by a sky lantern with a scribbled
note and the journey to find the child who wrote it: Love you, Daddy. Miss you so much. Steph.
Steph scribbled those words on a sky lantern before sending it off to her father in heaven who
had passed away from cancer. Halfway across the country, Steph's lantern landed in Matt
Mikalatos's yard. As a father of three daughters, Matt could not let Steph's note go unanswered,
so he posted an open letter to her on his blog. Matt never could have expected the viral response
to his letter that led him on a journey to find Steph--and to bring healing to thousands of others in
desperate need of the loving words of a father. Filled with paternal wisdom and reflections on the
relationship between a father and his child, Sky Lantern shows how the miraculous events that
followed Matt finding the sky lantern in his yard--and the widespread and lasting impact his
letter had--prove that the bond between a parent and their child is everlasting"-Spiritual Direction: A Guide for Sharing the Father’s Love Mar 04 2020 The need for spiritual
direction—or the accompaniment of a spiritual guide—is becoming more prominent in a world
where so many are suffering from so many wounds. With a harmonious integration of both
timeless spiritual wisdom from the Catholic Church’s tradition of prayer and direction, and the
insight of the psychological sciences, Fathers Thomas Acklin and Boniface Hicks offer a
comprehensive guide for all who provide or seek spiritual direction. Spiritual Direction: A Guide
for Sharing the Father’s Love fortifies priests, religious, and lay faithful who embrace the
ministry of spiritual direction and accompany the wounded, assist men and women in hearing the
voice of God, and model the love and mercy of the Father for the many who are seeking Him but
do not know Him or have false images of Him. This book also shows how various aspects of the
spiritual life can emerge from and be fostered by a one-on-one relationship with a spiritual

director. Together with concrete guidelines and numerous examples from personal experience,
this book refers extensively to Sacred Scripture as the foundation for spiritual direction.
Furthermore, since the practice of spiritual direction goes back to the first centuries of the
Church, the authors turn for guidance to the Doctors of the Church, the writings of the saints, and
the papal magisterium in developing and supporting their insights. Spiritual Direction will call
spiritual directors to deeper holiness even as they assist others in growing closer to the Father
through His loving gaze of mercy.
A Father's Love Jun 18 2021 This is a heartwarming story about courage and the ability to
overcome pain from the past. Meet Lavita, a woman who reflects on the absence of her
Biological Father.
A Father's Love a Daughter's Power Nov 23 2021
The Father's Love Feb 24 2022 The drive home seemed to be endless. My mind was a
battleground of extremes. Ideas of what to do next to help find David seemed to constantly flood
my thinking. Yet the negative side, thinking the worst of what might have happened to my son,
was always occupying my mind. Though sleep was dearly needed, it was not welcomed, for even
in sleep I was tormented. Confronting depression, fatigue, and evil, Dave Moore goes on a crosscountry search for his missing son. Becoming increasingly desperate and having done all that is
humanly possible without results, what will he do? Who will he turn to? In this amazing true
story, you will experience Dave Moore's anguish in going through a father's worst nightmare—a
missing child. Through his fear, Dave confronts his soul's emptiness and learns the heavenly
Father's Love.
A Father's Love Nov 04 2022 This heartwarming board book celebrates the love that fathers and
children share in the animal kingdom, while also teaching young readers about colors. Perfect for
new babies, new fathers, baby shower gifts, Father's Day gifts, and for kids who love their dads
on any old day. Throughout the animal kingdom, in every part of the world, fathers love and care
for their babies. This book takes readers around the globe and across the animal kingdom,
showcasing the many ways fathers have of demonstrating their love. Whether it's a penguin papa
snuggling with his baby in the frosty white snow, a lion dad playing with his cub in a yellow
field, or a seahorse father protecting his young inside his pouch in the deep blue ocean, we see
that a father's love comes in all shapes, sizes, and colors. With beautiful art that brings all of the
dads and babies, and the love between them, to vivid, colorful life, this book is a celebration of
the special bond that a father shares with his children.
A Father's Love Feb 12 2021 Life will never be the same for a man who has just gained a new
name: Dad. As soon as his child is born, a man becomes a father and soon discovers the true
meaning of unconditional love. While he and his child bond, a dad must strive to show his child
how much he loves them through hugs and kisses, bedtime stories, snuggles, and so much more.
In this heartwarming tale for little ones, a new father makes memories with his child while
demonstrating how love, just like his child, grows with every day.
Father's Love Letter Oct 03 2022 Father's Love Letter by Barry Adams is a series of
paraphrased Scriptures that take on the form of a love letter from God and will impact your heart,
soul and spirit. Experience the love you have been looking for all your life. This gift book
contains beautiful full-color photographs and fifty-seven powerful devotional thoughts. A prayer
that will help you put into words your response to God follows each devotional thought.
A Father's Love Aug 21 2021 There's no available information at this time. Author will provide
once information is available.
Experiencing Father's Embrace Mar 28 2022 Experiencing Father's Embrace is an excellent
resource for anyone interested in growing or ministering in the Father's love message. The

author's style of writing makes this book easy to read, yet it is one of the most thorough and
profoundly impacting books available on knowing God as a Father.
Always by My Side Dec 01 2019 A top commentator describes his career as a reflection of some
of America's most memorable sports events while paying tribute to the broadcast industry's
forefront contributors, in an account that also commemorates the inspiring life of his Alzheimer's
patient father.
A Father's Love Sep 09 2020
A Father's Love Apr 16 2021 The best gift you can give someone is LOVE. As parents, all we
want is for our children to know is that we LOVE them and we want nothing but the best for
them. "A Father's Love" will remind your child of your love and expectations for them as well as
begin to show them that there is no greater love than from the Father above. Take a look inside
and discover together the beauty of "A Father's Love."
A Father's Love Sep 02 2022 The inspiring, heart-rending story of a father's unwavering love for
his son. David Goldman and his Brazilian wife, Bruna Bianchi, led what appeared to be a happy
life in New Jersey. But in June 2004, Bianchi took their four-year-old son, Sean, to Brazil for
what she said would be a two- week vacation. Once there, she informed Goldman that she was
staying in Brazil-and keeping Sean, setting in motion an international controversy that would
eventually reach the highest levels of the U.S. and Brazilian governments. It would be almost
five years before David saw Sean again. What kept David Goldman going when everything
looked so hopeless? In A Father's Love, Goldman recounts his extraordinary battle, despite
overwhelming odds, to bring his abducted son back home. It is a riveting story full of peculiar
ironies, unfathomable elements, threats, and legal twists and turns. Goldman describes in detail
the wrenching emotions he went through and how he relentlessly rallied support behind the
scenes from both high-level U.S. government officials and national media organizations. Father
and son were finally reunited in December 2009, and Goldman writes about the challenges he is
now facing as he works to rebuild his relationship with his son, and the advocacy work he is
doing on behalf of other children in similar circumstances. Goldman's unusual story movingly
celebrates an ordinary man's incredible love for and loyalty to his son, and his ability to
overcome the unimaginable to keep them together. It is a testament to how connected any father
and son can be.
Daddy Loves Me Jul 08 2020 This book seeks to enlighten children and parents of the
importance of a fathers love to a child. The story shows the adventures of a father-and-son
experience through bonding activities. The father-son relationship can be very complex but
exciting to experience. It creates a lasting impact on the child or childrens life. It also promotes
some key elements for a stronger relationship such as better communication, respect of
differences, and openness to share with each other. Its a collection of experiences and special
moments the father shared with his son. Many times children are looking for opportunities to
express themselves to their fathers through one-on-one time. The story demonstrates a fatherand-son relationship through bonding and adventures and is illustrated through penguins. The
book shows the adventures a father shares with his son and how much fun and happiness it
brings to him to be around and available for such times. It is impressive to read about how the
boy describes his fathers involvement and relationship. This book is funny and teachable; it
identifies the many good gestures done by parents (fathers) and teaches children to be expressive.
Parenting is an awesome responsibility, and children are blessings from God and should be
nurtured and taught moral values by parents. This book shows an amazing relationship of a little
boy and his thoughtful father. After enjoying Daddy Loves Me, you can enjoy teachable
moments with your child by reading through My Kids Learning Time.

Father's Love Letter (Pack of 25) Aug 01 2022
Father's Love: Celebrating the Bond Between Fathers & Sons with CD (Audio) Aug 09 2020
A Father's Message Feb 01 2020 Have you every asked yourself what things would be like if
your father was around or active in your life? In this book, you will find a father's heartfelt
message that is priceless to anyone's ear. There are many children in society today who are raised
in single parent homes seeking father figures, mentors and role models. This book was written to
help children be comfortable in their own skin, have confidence in who they are; and understand
that success does not happen overnight. Most importantly, this book helps explain to children
that even during those times when you may feel you are all alone, Our Father has never left their
side. "I'm a young father, trying to be a good father,with the guidance of OUR FATHER." My
main objective is to reach out to our young people, planting positive seeds that will encourage
and push them into greatness.
XOXO from Dad May 18 2021 Fathers, you have a great love for your daughter. This book puts
words to your love for her, while expressing that your love for her can be a solid rock upon
which she can be all that she aspires to be. This book says, “I love you” to her through
explanation, advice and inspiration that will help her to become all of who she is capable of
becoming. Daughters, from the first time he saw your beautiful face, your dad’s love was set in
place. You were a miracle beyond understanding. He was proud and delighted, while at the same
time, anxious for your health and a lifetime of happiness. He was daunted by the enormity of the
task of being, forever, a guardian and guiding light for you, while knowing that your strength
would develop in your deciding your future and earning your own insights. His greatest joy is
your happiness. Moms, as the constant “go-between” who helps dad and daughter understand
each other, this will help to explain dad’s innermost feelings toward his daughter. This book will
help her go into the world each day with the confidence that she is totally loved for no other
reason than that “she is”. This book is the gift of love expressed.
Seeking My Father's Love Aug 28 2019 In this enduring gift book, 16 heartfelt "Letters to Dad"
offer profound insight for the Christian father striving to raise an emotionally and spiritually
healthy daughter. What does a daughter need most from her father while growing up? Drawing
upon her personal life experiences, journal entries, and meditations to pen Seeking My Father's
Love, M. A. Brummette offers a revealing daughter's perspective on the answer to this question.
Touching on topics ranging from love and trust to connection and courage to achievement and
legacy, her poignant letters: explore the father/daughter relationship from a daughter's
perspective provide a wonderful meditative tool for fathers and daughters create an enduring gift
book for fathers of daughters"
A Father's Love Nov 11 2020 An inspirational compilation of over 200 timeless quotes for and
about fathers. The best of a father's love is synonymous with unconditional love. Strong and
supportive, fiercely protective and comforting, a father's love is all-encompassing. For this
reason--and so many more--A Father's Love celebrates fatherhood in all its strength and power
through the ageless words of poet, artists, writers and scholars. Perfectly packaged for gifting.
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